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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
HUGE Trump statement: wait for it! Don't adjust to their new 4 
normal — JUSTICE IS COMING.  5 
Mask Wars—Texas 1 — Biden, Fauci, et al, 0.  6 
Remember when it was a war on Christmas? Now it's open war on 7 
Christians!  8 
The WAR on Jews comes to American streets:  9 
The War on Patriotism is here!  10 
And then, of course, the ongoing ELECTION Wars — 11 
Remember when Carter called a boycott on Russian Olympic 12 
games because Moscow refused to withdraw from Afghanistan? 13 
How about we Boycott Beijing Olympic winter games for their 14 
policy of genocide? 15 
Are you experiencing battle fatigues? Getting tired of the constant 16 
pressure—is it beginning to break you down? This Sunday I'm 17 
offering biblical insight on how to stay in the battle without loosing 18 
your mind. 19 
Okay, my friends — it's time for your brain massage! 20 
[TRUTH] 21 
Mask Wars—Texas 1 — Biden, Fauci, CDC, and Liberals 22 
everywhere—0. 23 
Texas Governor Abbott, back in March, opened Texas 100% and in 24 
his Executive Order expressly banned any government entity from 25 
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requiring or mandating masks — Dr. Fauci, the CDC and even the 26 
current administrator of the DNC coup (the guy pretending to be 27 
President) — Beijing Biden — okay, enough — Biden, Fauci, the 28 
CDC all piled on and called Governor Abbott a Neanderthal — 29 
which echoed repeatedly in the MSM and all over social media for 30 
weeks. He was warned that Texas would pay for this. 31 
Well, the most recent report tells us Zero COVID deaths, the 32 
fewest COVID cases in over 13 months, the lowest 7 days COVID 33 
positivity rate EVER, and the lowest COVID hospitalizations in 11 34 
months. (I'll discuss the factors contributing to this in a moment, 35 
but among the primary factors is that mask wearing and social 36 
distancing are actually harmful and increase vulnerability to any 37 
virus…but, more on that in a moment.) 38 
CNBC Closing Bell invited Gregg Abbot to explain himself1—I 39 
watched the interview! The tone was respectful! Both hosts, 40 
Wilfred and Sara seemed muted! They were "respectfully" 41 
challenging the governor's latest move to add penalties for 42 
government entities failing to remove all mask mandates contrary 43 
to the recommendations of the CDC.  44 
It's an interview I recommend you watch because it signals a shift is 45 
beginning—these hosts were unable to rattle the Governor of 46 
position him to look like, well, like the Neanderthal liberals called 47 
him when back in March he opened the state and threw off the 48 
mask mandates. 49 
After the Governor clarified that his recent EO merely reiterates 50 
what he already directed regarding COVID restrictions and add 51 
penalties for non-compliance. Some government entities refused to 52 
comply—the schools, for example. 53 

                                     
1 https://rumble.com/vhagwp-texas-gov-signs-executive-order-to-ban-nearly-all-mask-
mandates.html?mref=6zof&mc=dgip3&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=BonginoReport&ep=2 
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So Wilfred asks whether Texans should take from the Governor's 54 
actions the idea that masks are not wanted across Texas anymore? 55 
Abbott explained that people can wear masks if they choose to. 56 
What Texans should take from his actions is that Government has 57 
no business mandating people wear masks — he said, "I insist it's a 58 
CHOICE issue — a decision to be made by Texans." He said, what 59 
we are making clear is that government cannot REQUIRE anyone 60 
to wear a mask. 61 
Then he took the opportunity to interject what happened since he 62 
first removed the mandates and opened the state. Zero COVID 63 
deaths, fewest COVID cases in over 13 months, lowest 7 days 64 
COVID positivity rate EVER, and lowest COVID hospitalizations 65 
in 11 months. The governor said, however, we always encourage 66 
people to MAKE THEIR OWN CHOICE.  67 
CNBC: Sara chimed in. She informed the Governor, and the 68 
audience, that the CDC is recommending schools keep the 69 
COVID-19 guidance, specifically mask wearing and distancing. 70 
She asked the Governor why not "just go with CDC guidance? Isn't 71 
the CDC going to have trouble getting trust if governors are just 72 
going about it their own way …" 73 
Abbott said that's a "great question, and you need to know the 74 
answer." The Texan governor said, "Governors don't have a whole 75 
lot of trust in the CDC." Boom! And, why should they; why should 76 
we? He brought out the FACT that throughout the pandemic the 77 
CDC has contradicted itself multiple times. Sometimes on the 78 
same day it issues contradictory statements. And this has been 79 
going on from the beginning, under both President Trump, and 80 
Pretender Biden—pretender Biden is my characterization, not 81 
Governor Abbott's. 82 
Here Abbott reminded Sara that Fauci, CDC and Biden all piled on 83 
him when he opened Texas and called him a Neanderthal. Then he 84 
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said, well, the Neanderthals won! "Everyone that criticized us for 85 
opening up they were WRONG! So they did not know the science 86 
or the math behind my decisions — and they CONTINUE TO 87 
VACILLATE ON WHAT THE STANDARD IS." 88 
[As an aside—Fauci has been contradicting himself right from the 89 
start. I remember hearing him scoff the idea that Americans would 90 
be wearing masks—dismissed it, and talked just as if he had read 91 
the RCTs I read—the multiple studies in Western science that 92 
showed masks are virtually worthless to protect from a VIRUS—93 
that the amount of mitigation they "might" afford was virtually 94 
meaningless, and statistically ZERO—and every Western scientific 95 
study was concluded by saying masks are NOT RECOMMENDED 96 
for public mitigation against a virus. Social-distancing: the SAME! 97 
And Fauci sounded like he was aware of these studies. Then, all of 98 
a sudden, he flipped—so I checked, because I wondered if there 99 
had been new studies to justify this change of position—and the 100 
answer I discovered was NO! The science was all the SAME—the 101 
only difference was in the conclusions of those conducting the 102 
studies. Oddly, their conclusions went contrary to the science, 103 
beginning with the first major push to force Americans to look like 104 
Chinese. IT CAME FROM CHINA. The COVID came from 105 
CHINA and the MASKS came from CHINA. Dinesh did a bit on 106 
the Fauci mask follies—apparently, he looked into the RCTs on the 107 
efficacy of masks to protect from a virus, as I did, and discovered 108 
exactly the same thing—the science has NOT CHANGED—the 109 
SCIENCE says masks do not protect you or anyone else from the 110 
spread of a VIRUS. The virions are simply so small they pass 111 
through the masks, and enter in through even the smallest 112 
opening. The only mask that actually can provide some protection 113 
is the very mask the CDC, and Fauci repeatedly say the public 114 
should NOT WEAR: and for good reason. These have to be sealed 115 
to your face and cannot be worn for more than a few hours at the 116 
most—usually, it is recommended you don't wear them for more 117 
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than an hour. And then you have to break the seal in removing 118 
them, and throw it away and go through the sealing process with a 119 
new mask—and it's simply ridiculous! So, anyway, I'm getting 120 
ahead of myself here. So, at first, Fauci says masks don't really do 121 
any good — then, well, masks do some good — and then, well, 122 
masks are mostly symbolic, and then, you need to wear two masks 123 
— and then even if you are fully vaccinated, I continue to 124 
recommend you wear a mask because even if you are vaccinated 125 
you might be carrying the disease which was a real eyebrow 126 
raiser—and so after he was fully vaccinated, Rand Paul caught 127 
Fauci indoors wearing two masks and challenged, hey, if you've 128 
been vaccinated, why are you wearing the masks, is this nothing 129 
but theater? Fauci scolded Paul for asking such an impertinent 130 
question and insulted, he explained the reason is that even though 131 
he is vaccinated he might be a carrier so he wears it to protect 132 
others, and then later he publically says, "But being a fully 133 
vaccinated person, the chances of my getting infected in an indoor 134 
setting is extremely  low" — and then explained that his reason for 135 
wearing a mask indoors now was in order to avoid sending mixed 136 
signals????? — Friend, Fauci is a political creature and what he does 137 
is about MANIPULATING the "herd into compliance" training 138 
them to learn how to be good little commies like the Chinese. 139 
Okay, gotta get back to my point here.] 140 
Abbott pointed out that the current director of the CDC was 141 
obviously confused about her mask policy. She had one rule for 142 
masks, then a different rule, schools should be open, she said, then 143 
schools should be closed—it's like from week to week it changes. 144 
So, no, Governor Abbott explained, we don't have any confidence 145 
in the CDC — and I would add, nor in Mr. FAUCI. 146 
Sara had to concede — and in my opinion, it was difficult for her. 147 
She said, "Unfortunately I think a lot of people would agree with 148 
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you, and you are vindicated on that initial mask decision 149 
Governor, BUT …" You ARE VINDICATED! 150 
Well, Hallelujah! How long O Lord, Holy and True, will you not 151 
VINDICATE us on the rest of this foolishness? 152 
BUT—Sara had another question. And I'm glad she asked it. She 153 
challenged the Texan Governor on the SCHOOL decision — "But 154 
still, on the schools —" and she explained that most students have 155 
not been vaccinated, so "why shouldn't they have to wear masks to 156 
protect themselves." 157 
What about the children? We must protect the children—? Surely 158 
she has him here, right? The Governor handled it well — he 159 
explained that all students at risk and all teachers concerned have 160 
the opportunity to get vaccinated before the new order goes into 161 
effect. And he added, in fact, even after the order goes into effect, 162 
the students and the teachers can wear a mask if they believe it is in 163 
the best interests of their safety. 164 
No body is saying you can't wear a mask. What he is saying is that 165 
the government cannot MANDATE it. 166 
Now, I zeroed in on this interview because I think it is a perfect 167 
example of what's going on with this mask nonsense. 168 
Allow me to interject some additional information that it seems 169 
Wilfred and Sara of CNBC's CLOSING BELL either don't know, or 170 
conveniently ignore. I say that because it's hard to believe these 171 
journalists are so lazy they have not dug more deeply into this 172 
issue. In other words, if you really care about the children, why 173 
didn't you dig into the actual risks for our children with regard to 174 
COVID? And, another thing! Why aren't you concerned with 175 
where this COVID thing came from that you apparently believe is 176 
so dangerous to our children? By the way! I'm not questioning 177 
Sara's sincerity regarding her concern about the children. I'll 178 
explain in a moment why I think so many liberals remain ignorant 179 
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about the FACTS and so are left with nothing but emotional 180 
arguments. 181 
Apparently, Sara only reads the press releases or the official 182 
statements released by CDC leadership — neither Wilfred or Sara, 183 
it appears, actually look at the data that is available on the CDC 184 
website. 185 
By the way, this is consistent with virtually all liberals. They believe 186 
in the institutions of government and trust them implicitly. The 187 
Director of the CDC be their peeps, man, and there is a default of 188 
trust there—which is something I totally understand. I have people 189 
in my circle that I trust and would be inclined to go with what they 190 
tell me confident that they would not lie to me or misdirect me, or 191 
misinform me. 192 
However, I think they should take a page from Reagan's book—193 
trust but verify.  194 
Because if you believe the data tables provided by the CDC then 195 
you would know that children are the LEAST SUSCEPTIBLE to 196 
contracting and the LEAST VULNERABLE to dying from this 197 
disease. The general death rate for persons under 65 is less than 198 
1%. The recovery rate is 99.99%. For those with compromised 199 
immunity, or other health issues, which includes, generally, those 200 
over 65, still, the death rate is a little over 94.7%. The CDC data 201 
show that almost all who died by COVID had other morbidities.  202 
I was watching the day Birx announced their intention to 203 
CHANGE the way they counted COVID deaths. I still don't 204 
understand why, so far as I can tell, I'm the only bloke that caught 205 
this and said on my very next radio/podcast — hey, did you hear 206 
what Birx said? They are going the CHANGE the way they count 207 
flu deaths — from now on, if someone dies WITH COVID they 208 
will be counted in the DEATH COUNT — COVID will be added 209 
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to the CAUSE OF DEATH on certificates — but dying WITH 210 
COVID is not the same thing as dying FROM COVID. 211 
Hey, COVID kills, my friend. It has taken some of my own dear 212 
friends—it's a nasty bug! And CHINA ought to PAY and PAY 213 
DEARLY for this—but, anyway — I fear I went a bit long on this, 214 
so let's pick it up on the other side of the break.  215 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 216 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 217 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 218 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 219 
liberty. 220 
CNBC's CLOSING BELL with Wilfred and Sara did an interview 221 
with Texas Governor Abbott about his latest executive order 222 
removing mask mandates from schools in Texas. 223 
I went over the interview carefully in the last segment—essentially, 224 
the CNBC hosts had to admit GOVERNOR ABBOTT HAS BEEN 225 
VINDICATED — opening Texas and removing the mask 226 
mandates was a GOOD IDEA. Sara appealed to the governor to 227 
consider the children, however, and challenged him to follow CDC 228 
guidance regarding masks and distancing at school. He explained 229 
any child or teacher at risk of getting COVID can get fully 230 
vaccinated before the mandate is removed—and, if they want, they 231 
can wear masks if they think it's in their best interests. 232 
I took it a bit farther. I explained that according to CDC children 233 
are the least susceptible of contracting this bug and the least 234 
vulnerable of dying from it — 99.99% recovery for all healthy 235 
persons and 94.7+% recovery from those considered at risk. There 236 
are therapeutics that are effective if used early—and the whole 237 
thing is a tsunami in a tea pot. Yes, people die from this disease—238 
and CCP and their friend, Dr. Fauci, must be brought to justice for 239 
their part in unleashing this on the world—but the response to it 240 
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has greatly exacerbated the damage caused by the CCP and Dr. 241 
Fauci, with the abetment of the CDC, the Blue State governors, and 242 
government medical officials who SHOULD HAVE KNOWN 243 
BETTER. 244 
So, no, children do not need to be wearing masks or social 245 
distancing—although, I agree that their parents should decide this 246 
matter on their behalf. But I really hope they will take the time to 247 
pay attention to their children and GET INFORMED. 248 
Because making children wear masks all day at school is cruel—249 
and often enforced cruelly. Here is one school bus driver that 250 
slapped a child in the face because she refused to wear her mask 251 
"properly." If I'm reading this correctly, it's actually not well 252 
written, but it appears this bus driver pulled her own mask down in 253 
order to reprimand the student before she got provoked and 254 
slapped the student in the face. 255 
Friend, this is gone WAAAAAY over the top! 256 
The ten year old — wow, interesting, this is coming from the ten 257 
year olds—you'll see what I mean in a minute—this ten year old is 258 
being scolded by the bus driver and this kid asks why do I have to 259 
wear the mask — well all the other kids jumped in and fussed at 260 
her "because it is the rule" — when the ten year old told the other 261 
kids to but out — told them to shut up, you're not involved in this" 262 
the bus driver slapped her in the face. 263 
The driver resigned, seeing the YOUR FIRED signs on the faces of 264 
all her peers and employer—but the parents are pressing charges of 265 
assault, causing injury, child abuse.2 266 
Here is another ten year old, his name is John, and he gave a 267 
speech at the Martin County, FL school board meeting. I'll 268 
summarize it. He was very articulate and stunned the entire school 269 

                                     
2 https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/former-colorado-school-bus-driver-facing-charges-for-slapping-child-for-not-properly-
wearing-mask/ar-AAKcSxX 
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board. He complained that they were not allowed to play on the 270 
playground or have student council, or even turn to face each other 271 
at lunch. What?? He said they had to wear masks during PE and on 272 
track. (I read the other day about a teen who collapsed after 273 
running track in a STUPID MASK—mandated by the school.) 274 
He talked about a teacher that walked around the school with a 275 
clipboard and referrals passing them out to students not wearing 276 
their masks properly—he said it's stressful, and make him afraid. 277 
That same teacher (with a swastika in her heart—) yelled at the 278 
students for removing their mask to get a drink of water, telling 279 
them they will have to wait until they were in their parent's car to 280 
have a drink of water. He said this makes us mad. 281 
He said, this happens a lot. 282 
He said the teachers take down their mask to yell at us, and tell us 283 
to pull our mask up—and that's okay? He said he asked his mother 284 
if there was a word for that. She said yes! Hypocrisy. 285 
But please listen to this testimony of a ten year old and let me tell 286 
you that what he describes agrees with the SCIENCE. 287 
He said wearing the mask all day at school give him headaches. 288 
This is from oxygen deprivation—kids use a lot more that adults 289 
do. Headaches is one of the consequences of prolonged exposure to 290 
a lack of oxygen. He said sometimes he has to miss school, and stay 291 
in a darkened room to recover. He complained that the mask sticks 292 
to his face when it's hot out, and makes it HARD TO BREATHE. 293 
This is one of the things the SCIENCE studies I read bring out 294 
about wearing masks for long periods of time. They build up 295 
moisture and get hot and can cause fainting, and creates a micro-296 
environment filled with exhalants that are HARMFUL when 297 
sucked back down into our lungs, with extra force, because we have 298 
to draw harder in order to GET AIR. 299 
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He spoke of a teacher who takes mask breaks at her desk regularly 300 
because she has asthma. He said, essentially, that while her reason 301 
is asthma, mine is allergies and I find it difficult to breathe in the 302 
mask. He said he understood why the teacher removed it from 303 
time to time — but he thought it was unfair that he could not 304 
remove his. 305 
He also explained that wearing a mask makes him feel 306 
claustrophobic and anxious. Yep! That's one of the concerns 307 
SCIENTISTS identified as a problem with masks. 308 
He said, I think brilliantly, by the way, that "BREATHING FREELY 309 
DOESN'T SEEM TO BE SOMETHING WE SHOULD HAVE TO 310 
ASK ANY OTHER PEOPLE FOR PERMISSION FOR."  311 
He pleaded with the school board to make masks OPTIONAL — 312 
It's insane what we are allowing these people to do to our kids. 313 
Thank God for the parents who are standing up to this. 314 
But we really need to be standing up to this everywhere. The 315 
government has no business forcing us to wear masks—the 316 
SCIENCE does not support it! In fact, the SCIENCE says oxygen 317 
deprivation, even a little bit, compromises your immune system. 318 
Staying indoors, not getting sun, weakens your immune system. 319 
Not getting exercise weakens your immune system. 320 
Matt Walsh put out a very frank Tweet against mask wearing. 321 
Liberals, some of them obviously CCP trolls, attacked him 322 
mercilessly. I read through about thirty Liberal responses and not 323 
ONE of them made any appeal to actual factual science, but almost 324 
all of them cased their claims as if what they were saying was in line 325 
with "science." I don't have time to go over all my favorites now, 326 
but I'll do it during our VISIT tonight (Livestream of FB). 327 
But here are a few examples of what we are up against. 328 
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Matt had said wearing a mask when not medically necessary is 329 
grotesque and unhuman, an attack on society itself. It feeds 330 
paranoia and fear. You are treating air like it is toxic and other 331 
humans like they are nothing but vessels of disease. It is 332 
disgraceful, arrogant, and offensive." 333 
So, for the record, I think people should wear them if they want to 334 
wear them, but otherwise, I think Matt is 100% spot on. Mask 335 
wearing is anti-social, and more harmful than helpful if worn as an 336 
accessory or in the vain hope it's going to protect or others from a 337 
virus. Having said that, let's look at a few liberal responses. 338 
Here is a clever fellow: "Hey but did you know that there are actual 339 
toxic particles in the air? You see, in the 16th century the 340 
microscope was invented, during which time we discovered that 341 
there are some particles so small—like germs—that we can't see 342 
them with the naked eye. Wild stuff!" 343 
Oh wow man, LOL! Or as we would say in High School, "what a 344 
chop man!" And what a bunch of tripe! 345 
Uh, hey, but did you know there is this thing called the IMMUNE 346 
SYSTEM. It's been around for a while. I really think, in fact, it was 347 
around before germs! And, oh, by the way, virions have been 348 
floating about all over the world for a very long time and NO ONE 349 
IN WESTERN SCIENCE BELIEVED A COMMON MASK SUCH 350 
AS YOU ARE MANDATING THAT WE WEAR WOULD 351 
PROTECT YOU. But in fact, masks actually HURT YOU. 352 
And, that's the science—DUDE! You see, statements from 353 
scientists are not science unless they accurately actually represent 354 
the SCIENCE — otherwise all you have is science FALSEY-SO-355 
CALLED. 356 
Here is a gal who declares she is wearing her mask for health 357 
reasons — and the reason she gives is that "you nasty people do not 358 
wash body parts and will carry water for the latest disease proudly." 359 
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She went on to say she considers it a bonus that wearing a mask 360 
provokes anti-maskers so she will wear hers out of spite. 361 
Well, okay. If she thinks the nasties that radiate from all the people 362 
around her are all going to be blocked by her mask—then, more 363 
power to you, sister. Wear your mask. Hide your spiteful sneering 364 
face—I don't want to see it anyway!  Hehehe. I'm just doing a bit of 365 
mirroring. 366 
Matt's statement actually has some serious merit that we don't have 367 
time to explore and it looks like my time just blew by — so much to 368 
say and so little time. But one thing I've got to tell you about before 369 
I go. Trump was interviewed in Trump Tower earlier this week and 370 
asked if he planned to take the White House back in 2024. His 371 
answer, summarized, was this — I think it's more like 2022 — 372 
before then — something has to be done — these guys are 373 
destroying the country — we can't wait that long!   374 
[Hallelujah!] 375 
I'll pick up the rest of this tonight during my visit — it's called 376 
Comfort & Counsel for the Present Distress — it's a Live stream 377 
video — go to Facebook and search Lighthouse Baptist Church, 378 
Santa Maria, CA — and you'll find the page. LIKE IT! Then set up 379 
notifications to be alerted when I come on. 380 
Come on out tomorrow and join us for CHURCH—and quit 381 
complaining about where's the church, and where have the real 382 
pastors gone, and why doesn't the church step up—you've got to be 383 
kidding me. Lighthouse has been in this FIGHT for a VERY LONG 384 
TIME — so, quit gripping about that and get to THE CHURCH 385 
that is DOING something about all this — that HAS BEEN 386 
DOING something about all this all along —  387 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 388 
know if you see them. It's LIGHTS ON if you see the LIGHTS ARE 389 
ON and you will ride like Revere and spread the warning, 390 
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(essentially, it means you agree with what I’m saying) or you say 391 
LIGHTS OFF –– which means you reject what I’m saying and 392 
disagree strongly with me. So, what will it be today, lights on, or 393 
lights off? 394 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 395 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 396 
email. 397 
You can leave a message on our Lights On hotline: 805.314.2114. 398 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 399 


